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Preface
The University System of Maryland (USM) is a major educational, research, economic, and
social engine for the state, with a national reputation for excellence.The USM member
institutions are major contributors to Maryland's competitiveness in the Innovation
Economy. USM member institutions achieve and sustain national eminence through the
creation, preservation, and dissemination of knowledge and by maximizing the beneficial
impact of knowledge for the advancement of society. The USM libraries and other councils
listed above endorse the following statement in support of Open Access as a means for
continuing and increasing the impact, recognition, and value of USM endeavors.
Statement
We encourage the faculty, researchers, and students within USM institutions to consider
Open Access dissemination of their peer-reviewed research and other scholarly works.
Open Access dissemination may include activities such as:
● publishing in high-quality peer-reviewed journals supportive of Open Access;
● retaining and exercising authors’ rights to deposit versions of their peer-reviewed
papers and other scholarly works into openly-accessible digital repositories.
We also encourage all USM institutions to review existing local policies and practices to
ensure faculty, researchers, and students who choose to provide Open Access to their
peer-reviewed research and other scholarly works are appropriately supported and
accommodated. Guidance on implementing institutional support is readily available online
and reflects hundreds of universities’ experiences over the past two decades.1
Open Access provides free online availability of peer-reviewed research articles, combined
with the rights to use these articles fully.2 Ideally, such works are made freely available
online either immediately upon completion, or within specified limited periods. Today, more
than 75% of Open Access works are freely available online within twelve months or less of
initial release.3
One reason to consider Open Access is that it is a proven and effective strategy for
increasing the visibility, use, and impact of peer-reviewed research and other scholarly
works. Open Access scholarly works have a measurable and “indisputable” citation

advantage compared to works available only through paid subscriptions and purchases.4,5,6
This advantage has been confirmed across a wide range of scholarly disciplines in the
sciences and humanities. Broad access and reduced barriers to discovering and using
peer-reviewed research publications and data increases the impact and benefit of research
investments, accelerates innovation, promotes entrepreneurship, and enhances economic
growth and job creation.7 Open Access has been embraced by numerous national and
international governments and coalitions, and learned and professional associations, as a
viable and desirable strategy for reforming and improving the existing systems of scholarly
publishing, for increased benefit to both science and society.8 A growing number of the
primary governmental and private research funders are mandating that authors of funded
research reports provide Open Access to research articles and data.9
Open Access also provides an attractive alternative to unnecessary copyright-transfer
practices still common with many journals and publishers. Even though many
peer-reviewed scholarly journals have moved to electronic formats over the past two
decades, the prevailing scholarly communication systems in many disciplines still are
based upon a traditional model from the era of print journals, in which authors of research
articles are required to transfer some or all copyrights to journal publishers in exchange for
publication of their works. This widespread transfer of copyrights and ownership allows
publishers to impose a variety of technical, legal, and financial barriers to accessing
authors’ works. Such barriers inhibit the fullest potential dissemination of research and limit
the benefits to readers, the authors themselves, and to society as a whole.
We encourage USM faculty, researchers and students to participate in reshaping
traditional scholarly communication systems, to exploit the possibilities offered in the digital
age. In the digital age, USM institutions’ faculty, researchers, and students should be
aware that they have many possible options for broadly disseminating their research,
including the retention of key rights such as the right to make a version of their work
openly-accessible.
In addition to numerous online resources to help authors understand Open Access and
effective management of their copyrights10 the USM libraries are available to assist them in
their efforts. The libraries provide necessary expertise, tools, infrastructure, and services
that directly support the missions and values of USM institutions. Library staff can advise
and support scholars and students in making their works more openly accessible over the
long term, while still respecting and adhering to any shorter-term “embargo” or “release”
periods that might be required by some subscription-based scholarly journals.
The USM, its member institutions, and the USM libraries are committed to protecting the
rights and interests of creators of intellectual property under the conditions set forth in the
USM Policy on Intellectual Property 11
 and in maintaining the standards and procedures set
forth in the USM Policy on Appointment, Rank, and Tenure of Faculty.12
 We recognize the
value of different co-existing scholarly publishing models and are committed to allowing
authors to continue choosing their preferred venues for publishing, but affirm the
substantial scientific and societal benefits gained through Open Access to peer-reviewed
research and other scholarly works.
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